Marshall Plan that was demonstrated by the USA with intents to prevent European countries from moving into Soviet domination, rebuild the old continent destroyed by World War II, and invigorate the economy has been separately discussed and studied mostly as economy discipline or history discipline in Turkey. Main reason to start this study is that we determined that this method complicates the developments emerged from Marshall Plan to be understood. In that, to historian eyes, economic aspect of the issue cannot be demonstrated completely and also it can be perceived as useless economic knowledge as historical background of the issue and its effects on the society are deficient in terms of economic point of  view. We think this complicated to understand sophisticatedly the process related to Marshall Plan. For this reason, we have tried to understand effects of Marshall Plan on Turkish economy from the view of history and business disciplines. Official publications provided by Turkish Republic, Prime Ministry General Directorate of State Archives have helped us to understand government policy on this regard and to ensure reliability for
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS LED TO TRUMAN DOCTRINE AND MARSHALL PLAN
Good relations that started with Truman Doctrine between Turkey and the USA began during power period of Republican People's Party (CHP) and the positive progress continued also during period of Democratic Party 1 that had won the elections predominantly and took over the power. According to General Alexandre Marshall, "Excellent strength of American democracy utilized everything available on the earth in order to ensure victory" (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.56.344.30) . It is possible to say that it acted in the same way after the war. While approaches of President Harry Truman to domestic and foreign politics were examined by Turkey's Washington Press Attaché on January 12 of 1948, it was emphasized on whether his messages in the Congress of January 7, 1948 were related to election competitions or not. Accordingly, Truman indicates that it is required to maintain supporting the United Nations in order to establish world peace based on the principles that will secure liberty, justice, and equal rights for all nations as regards foreign politics. Similarly, all nations, involved in West Block notably the USA, have made efforts to develop world trade (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.101.625.14) .
European countries that had experienced a widespread devastation due to World War II encountered with important economic and social problems. The most important of them is that they had a difficulty with dollar because they were forced into importing widely from the USA. Thus, these countries tried to find loan by applying to the USA separately. The USA thought that loan to be made in this way would not be favorable and that it would be more favorable if European countries created an economic cooperation to help each other and if American According to famous Senator Vandenberg, who showed legally and politically an important support in formation of Atlantic Pact, it was seen in 1948 that political stability in Western Europe was much more important than assistance in American dollar. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics met Marshall Plan with the threads of Cominform and censures of Molotov. More importantly, the Soviets went too far to the extent that they blockaded Berlin at the beginning of March in order to separate it from Western occupied region. They were planning to eject Western countries from Berlin and make the peace doubtful and unstable. Events in Czechoslovakia, war against Finland, efforts of communists in Italy and France to seize power, and conditions in Greece and Turkey were leading doubts concerning real intents of Russians. Russian delegate had tried to interrupt the works by applying for veto 23 times in the Security Council. In this case, it is seen that a series of decisions were made during American congress based on strengthening the United Nations Organization but when examined, they were wrong decisions contrary to this. Among these decisions, we encountered some recommendations such like federalization of Western Europe, world government, abolition of veto against the aggressor, and rewriting Constitution of the United Nations. Other development leading to concern was that the pessimist thought of Ministries of Defense and Foreign Affairs that America was debilitated due to Russian action and armament. Just as Western occupation countries in Germany were destitute of the capability to meet a Russian strike, Western European countries also had a complete weakness of military, other than American weapon, against possible attacks that could be from the East. Under these circumstances, England, France, and Benelux countries concluded a military and economic corporation treaty for 50 years in Brussels, in March 1948. On the day the agreement was signed, President Truman stated: "I believe that we will meet self-protection tenacities of independent countries in Europe with the same tenacity to provide assistance for them" (Erkin 1992: 26-28) .
In the period following World War II, it was obstructed to put Yalta and Postdam decisions into practice. The Soviet Union began to exercise sovereignty directly on certain Eastern Europe countries to which they had promised free election and soon afterwards they headed for the West. Thereupon, America that did not hesitate to help Europe countered Russian challenge with Vandenberg Decision which accelerated North Atlantic Regional Alliance to show up. Besides, by putting Marshall Plan into effect, it did not abstain from using its resources to invigorate economic and industrial activities which would have brought the old continent up to the level that could compete even with itself one day (Erkin 1992: 37) .
It is seen that moves for peace and liberty gained speed when Truman assigned General Marshall 3 to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Common political attitude was to prevent spread of communism to the countries that came up against the thread of spread of communism through either military attack or poverty and to help development of these countries through "containment". Truman Doctrine, Marshall Plan, North Atlantic Pact, and Fourth Point are moves that one each is revolutionary and has the same purposes after the war and in American political life (Erkin 1999: 543) . In fact, assistance was provided from America to Europe during the war. Many European countries, notably England, were supported by military materials at 50 billion-dollar value via "Lend and Lease Act". Turkey, despite being neutral, received military support at 95 million dollars by these assistances, and benefited from the assistance of the USA 4 through
England despite the occasional interruptions (Topal 2013 ). According to the report submitted by General Marshall when he was Chief of the Turkish General Staff to the Department of War, changes of place and board opportunities even for Chinese Red Army were increased further through American locomotives and railway equipment in addition to military article assistances supplied at significant amounts to the Allies such like England, France, and the Soviet Union during World War II in accordance with the provisions of lend and lease. Mutual assistance benefited from the Allies was mainly composed of residence facilities, base equipment, and food items. In terms of food items, America was supported with food by 218 million kilos from England, 800 from New Zealand, 835 from Australia, and 524 from India (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.56.344.30) .
It was sought to find a more efficient solution when assistances provided by the USA for development of and escaping of Europe from thread of the Soviet were found insufficient. George Marshall, Minister of Foreign Affairs, in the light of reports submitted to him 5 , after the plan was explained with his speech in Harvard University on June 5 of 1947 (Yücel 2001: 67) , gathered Ministers of the Foreign Affairs in England 6 and France in Paris on June 16 of 1947 and convoked the Soviet Union to this meeting. As the Soviet Union attended the meeting but maintained a negative attitude, this conference of three left on July 3 without any conclusion. Thereupon, England and France invited all European countries on July 12 and Spain was left aside. The Soviet Union and their follower countries did not attend this conference and it was called "16's conference" due to the number of countries attended. In fact, in the conference of which member number reached 19 with the participations from three German regions, a four-year development programme was designed for Europe and then a report was prepared concerning the amount of assistance required to be provided by America to Europe. This report formed the basis of American reports constituting basis of the assistance approved by American Congress (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5). Thus, "Organization for European Economic Cooperation" (Organisation Europeenne de Cooperation Economique-OECE) was constituted; Austria, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Ireland, France, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, Holland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey were involved in the frame of Marshall Plan. The USA did not implement this policy not only in Europe, by using atom bomb in Japan, it created a set southeast of the Soviet Union after World War II ended. "The USA provided Japan with assistance in that castle. It obliged Japanese goods to be sold to the USA. The first goal of new plan was to create a block against the spread of communism" (Ünsal 2011) .
REGULATIONS CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF MARSHALL PLAN
Within the frame of plan, Organization for European Economic Cooperation was constituted on April 16 of 1948 and Turkey became a member of the cooperation when the Law dated July of 1948 and no. 5252 was approved by the Assembly. One Council and one Executive Committee of the Cooperation were formed. Operation is generally like this (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5): Council is composed of the participant countries and decisions are made with alliance. It is required to implement the decisions made with the alliance by all member countries. However, one of the members might abstain by suggesting that it is not associated with certain decisions. In this case, other countries have to abide by the decisions made with the alliance. Council selects one President and one Deputy Chairman among the members every year.
Executive Committee is composed of seven members selected by the Council every year. Turkish Government made an effort to see Turkey or Greece as member in this Committee and became successful. The first year Turkey and the following year Greece were represented in the Committee. As well as it has one Secretary General and Secretariat, a Credentials Committee of four was constituted with the President of the Council as a result of a decision of Council made.
Duty of the cooperation is to make decisions that would provide economic development of the participant countries, examine the programs they would prepare, and ensure the coordination among them by giving an opinion about these programs. Council early on had made decisions on uniform programs prepared by each government, determined American assistance required to provide for each country, and ensured coordination. Later on, however, American authorities determined the amount of assistance and distribution to the countries. As American financial year starts on July 1 and ends on June 30, programs are submitted to Organization for European Economic Cooperation at the beginning of May. The organization carries out the examinations by means of technical committees formed within its body and submits its opinions on each country's program to the Executive Committee and then these opinions are transmitted to the Council and finally American Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA). This procedure is the standard working style of the organization and a number of changes may appear from time to time.
American assistance presents the obligation for every country to prepare a four-year long-term development programme and to revise it every year. After the programs are approved by ECA, it is time to actual assistance and so order and purchase processes start as government knows about the dollar they would receive and where this fund would be used. In order to start actual expenditure, every country makes a Borrowing Contract with Export-Import Bank that acts in behalf of the USA Government for the direct assistance provided by loan and one each bill is issued.
Assistances provided by the USA within the frame of Marshall Plan are provided in two ways as direct and indirect assistance. In the memorandum of Turkish Republic prepared concerning the implementation of Marshall Plan in Turkey that was prepared by Organization for International Economic Cooperation, detailed information related to the assistance types is presented. According to this:
(1) Direct assistance: These are dollar assistances granted to meet the import from the USA or dollar area. Indirect assistance: These are assistances granted to meet import and purchase from the participant countries. It has three types as loan, grant, and conditional aids. Credit is in the form of long term and by 2.5% interest loan. Grant and aids are the voluntary assistances from the USA. As for conditional aids, they are composed of the assistances received from the USA in dollars in return for clear circulation rights accorded by a participant country to other participant countries between the periods of 1948-1949 and 1949-1950. (2) Indirect assistance: At the beginning, it was provided as circulation right, creditor starting balance, quota and private sources. The USA exports goods to Europe through the assistances provided as loan or grant and also it executes technical assistances and certain services. As the participant countries preferred the USA goods-assistances as loans or grants-to European goods purchased by cash, industrial countries were therefore damaged as well as tobacco and dried fruits and consequently Turkey were damaged and it caused to criticisms. Afterwards, circulation right formula was suggested when it had been seen that countries the USA tried to develop had difficulty in exporting in this way. Accordingly, the principle to receive circulation right was suggested, that is, the principle is to examine balances of general payments between the participant European countries and others and, if there is favorable deficit, namely activity, to provide a payment and solvency in its own national currency and on its own market to the extent that this deficit is met for the one with liability by the one having active condition; and if there is unfavorable deficit, namely liability, to provide a payment and solvency from the active country to itself to the extent to meet this deficit to be used on the market in that country's national currency. The USA executed conditional dollar allocations in return for gross amounts of circulation rights provided in this way. Allocations for the countries having circulation rights were conditional upon use of these circulation rights by the countries receiving their circulation rights. In some cases, allocations were practically executed earlier. As for Turkey, as an exemption, allocations between 1948-1949 were executed upon the difference between the given and received circulation rights, not the sum of gross circulation right (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5).
Circulation rights were conducted in accordance with Payment and Compensation Agreements signed between the European countries on October 16 of 1948 and September 7 of 1949. These agreements provided a common accounting method to execute processes conducted upon several funds and also allowed mutual deficits and surpluses of the parties to be paid by means of the circulation rights. Circulation rights were based on the deficits to occur in balance of payments for a given period. Member countries were forced to accrue the deficits estimated at the beginning as the non-used circulation rights would be cancelled at the end of the period and therefore they were prompted to have a deficit in balances of the payments. Since the end of 1949, it was adopted to have a gradual sovereignty in the changes between European countries in order to develop commerce between the countries and make prices lower by determining the free competition conditions again. And it was required to remove the possible threads in order to make the change free, transform the funds to each other easily, and provide the facilities of payments. For these reasons, taking into consideration the experiences obtained by the execution of Payment and Compensation Agreements, "European Union of Payment" was formed by an agreement signed between the member countries on September 19 of 1950. This agreement was approved by Grand National Assembly of Turkey with the law dated August 1, 1951 and no. 5824 (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5) .
Belgium and ECA Administration, namely the USA, asked circulation rights to be convertible into dollar and transferable to each participant country and the USA, however, England objected to it and suggested that only commerce would be practiced gradually between the participant countries without limitation. After strong discussions, it was accepted that conditional American dollar allocations required to be supplied at the rate of transfers to be performed accordingly which was proposed by the French and that 25% of the circulation rights required to be transferable only within the participant countries. In accordance with this propose, if any participant country does not use 25% of the circulation right received by any country due to certain reasons such like high prices in that country, then it can transfer it to another participant country. Dollar corresponding to the amount transferred with this transfer will devolve as a conditional aid for the country to which transfer has been made (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5) .
Circulation right was an application conducted within the scope of economic cooperation which European countries used when they give and receive goods within themselves. Goods that could not be bought due to the foreign currency shortage could be thus supplied. The country that would buy products paid the price of that product in a national bank as "Contingency Fund". In point of fact, it is noticed that this money in the fund becomes a grant or a loan of money as it would be used in the project for that country although it seems to be purchased at its own expense. It is understood in the discussions between the countries mentioned above that circulation right is not in fact a functional method. Reactions were caused as the country having circulation right was forced to purchase at high prices and thus transfer of the circulation rights became an issue. We encounter another problem that non-used circulation rights would be cancelled. Transfer of circulation rights has eliminated this problem even a little.
The USA provided assistances to certain countries owed intrinsically to European Union of Payment through the basis of loan and grant in the name of starting balance. Turkey received 25 million dollars as starting balance. This assistance is in the form of debt. It is 15-year term and by 2.75% interest. The 15-year period shall start since the termination of the agreement. The 50 million-dollar creditor and debtor quota was inherited from European Union of Payment to Turkey. Turkey, due to its own condition, could not bring its commercial sovereignty beyond 60% while import should have been by 75% (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5).
It was paid attention to introduce Marshall Plan to the public and thus it was propagated. American Murray Martin states that this plan should be explained to 18 countries in total including 16 countries and the USA involved in Marshall Plan and also the Soviet Union, if they desire. He states that they do not know if this plan can save the world, however, neither Marshall Plan nor a different measure could be deemed successful if it was not supported voluntarily by the majority of people and he also says that the most effective method is radio broadcast. In this respect, it was recommended to allocate all world radios to introduction of Marshall Plan for 24 hours. In this way, it might be ensured that millions of people would pay attention to this issue and the required announcement would be made (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.5.23.11 (Yücel 2001: 66) . In Cold War, integration would turn Western Europe community into Atlantic community in the leadership of the USA. Assembly of Marshall Plan, European Assembly, and Atlantic Group were three political branches in Western Europe. Indeed, this group of three caused doubts in minds concerning the scope of integration. If the cooperation was deemed in terms of Marshall Plan or European Assembly, then Turkey would enter into the cooperation in the frame of economic cooperation. If the cooperation was considered only as turning into Group of Atlantic Pact, then it was required to consider European Council as a theoretical structure. According to certain news on the newspapers, it was decided to restrict the American assistance by Atlantic Pact criterion which it would continue after Marshall Plan ended. The decision, regarded as satisfactory through placing Turkey into a community that would benefit from American assistance resource, appeared like "a new game" that would take it out of Western community and integrate its destiny with weak and unstable Middle East (Erkin 1992: 182) .
Minister of English Foreign Affairs, Ernest Bevin, was cool towards the participation of Turkey in "Western Europe Union". He stated that American military guaranty of Western European Union discussed in Washington is not required to include Turkey that is at highly satisfactory level in terms of American assistance (Erkin 1992: 17-18) . Besides, it was thought concerning which countries would be involved in Atlantic Pact that it could be unfavorable if the commitments brought along the advantages of acceptance to the Pact would spread around extremely far regions, and at the end of this comparison, it was made a decision regarding that Turkey and Greece were not accepted due to the distances. But they especially stated it would not decrease their determinations to support sovereign rights and territorial integrities of Turkey, Greece, and Iran (Erkin 1992: 44) .
Under these conditions, an obligation emerged naturally for transition of Turkey to a multi-party system, and efforts of President of the Republic, İsmet İnönü, on this regard are important:
It can be said that National Chief İnönü played an effective role in transition to a multi-party system. It can be indicated that İnönü, who read well both internal and external conditions, featured his quality of foreseeing statesmanship and didn't prevent the course in this direction in fact even though he didn't mainly subscribe to transition to a multi-party system. It is matter required to be highlighted that internal factors are effective for transition to a multi-party system but the main determinant is the change in external factors. Almost all change and modification actions implemented since the Tanzimat reform era was performed taking the developments in the external world into consideration. (Akıncı and Usta 2016: 286) Even though Turkey relieved to a certain extent through announcement of Truman Doctrine and then President of the Republic, İsmet İnönü stated in his speech after Truman Doctrine was accepted that American assistance was an important action to maintain democracy and relations 9 to be established well between Turkey and the USA would facilitate to place democracy in Turkey in a reliable sense (Yücel 2001: 67) . As shown in Appendix 1, President of the USA, Truman, presented sincere congratulations of American people and him and gave warm wishes to Turkish people and İsmet İnönü through a speech prepared for Ankara radio concerning 25th Anniversary of Turkish Republic, and he stated in the America that they admired from the beginning Turkish people for their determined struggle in the unbending leadership of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Truman, indicating that political independency and territorial integrity of Turkey were of capital importance in terms of safety in America and all freedom-spirited peoples, stated that he made effort to enlarge the assistance presented to Turkey and Greece in this regard and that time of assistance program was extended until July of 1949 as being one year since his suggestion was accepted by American Congress.
Above all we are happy one more time that Turkish people continue to implement the decision to develop its democratic issues and support these ideals with which American people were bonded at heart in such a case human rights and liberties are violated and invalidated so unmercifully in many parts of the world. Committee, excluding the duties mentioned above, is responsible for the following duties regarding International Development and Reconstruction Loan and other loans required by our development programmes:
(1) To prepare projects regarding works involved in our development programmes and send them to International Development and Reconstruction Bank;
(2) To collect and send details requested by the Bank;
(3) To follow investigations in Turkey of mission to be sent by the Bank to Turkey and establish the connection between departments concerning this work;
(4) To execute necessary negotiations in the country and abroad (TRPMA, 30.18.1.2.116.48.10).
Committee will be also responsible for all duties required to be executed in the country and abroad concerning the external financing of our economic development program. Expenses will be undertaken by State Economic Associations assigned by the Minister of Economy. "All Public Offices and State Economic Associations are responsible for submitting all kinds of information and providing all kinds of association asked by the committee". Discussions started in Turkish press as well as starting of the assistances 10 , and majority supported American assistances and negative criticisms were rare. Turkey was provided with assistances within the scope of Marshall Plan which is in two ways like for other countries. First was direct assistance that was provided for Turkey through dollars and used in purchasing goods and services from the USA. As for the second one, it was the purchase opportunities provided by several European countries to Turkey as circulation right (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.80.507.5).
Criticisms Concerning Turkey
Before Marshall Plan was submitted to the American Congress, England, France, and Italy started to prepare their development and reconstruction programs accompanied by the plan and gained a lot of money benefited from services of American companies for Financial and Economic Planning in order to make the convenience easier. At the beginning, important losses took place since Turkey did not possess such a plan available and then efforts made in this regard were not enough to close the gap between European programs and Turkey (Erkin 1999: 374-375 While Turkey was provided with only assistance as borrowing at the beginning, Economic Cooperation Agreement of July 4 of 1948 was updated on January 31 of 1950 via an additional agreement involving the assistances in grants by making an attempt to utilize assistances in grants. In accordance with this agreement, Turkish funds corresponding to the assistances received in grants would be deposited into the two bank accounts which were named after accounts of 95% and 5% and kept at the Central Bank. As for money into these accounts, account of 5% would be spent for expenses of ECA Administration in Turkey and money into the other account would be used for the purposes to provide financial consistency with the agreement of both countries, develop Turkey economically, or increase the military power (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.125.801.5).
In this process, committee of a large number of experts came to Turkey to evaluate Turkey's offer of assistance from the USA and examine on site, and they prepared several reports 11 .
For example, when Turkey submitted a loan request to Central Bank in 1948, the Bank created a committee to see economic and financial status on site. Head of the committee, Mr. Mason coming from Turkey summarized his observations as the following: Turkey is an untreated country with great opportunities. Due to the financial difficulties, export is required to be increased. It should be started immediately to export fruits which are delicious and rich in varieties and unique all around the world.
Fruit 12 and fish 13 are the first goods to be considered.
It would not be correct to ignore the available opportunities and chase for big projects. It is seen that etatism in Turkey is proper in general as well as it is exaggerated and private sector is startled. Private sector, therefore, had to engage in merchandise instead of heading towards effective economic areas. It is required to enable private equity attempt by decreasing etatism to an extent. In addition, he stated that they found important coordination deficiencies in the projects of Turkey involving port and road building and that they could not encounter any agreeable coordination even in the same ministry. Mr. Knudson, one of the chiefs of Marshall Plan, also stated by the same criticism that lack of coordination between the ministries created disappointment in the recession seen in economic development area. Another concerning issue is that there were hesitations in terms of approval of Sarıyer Dam project due to lack of internal financing. "Finally Marshall Plan Administration is of opinion that welfare in Turkey largely depends on development of tourism" (Erkin 1992: 59-61) . Senators coming from the USA to Turkey in the later 1949 considered especially subjects regarding etatism, security of foreign capital, and use of American allocations, and insisted on especially the subject that 1945 Export-Import Bank loan was not be used still. When ECA explained rates to use supply of goods licenses in the countries of Marshall Plan, rates were 83.50% in England, 68.30% in Greece, and 19.10% in Turkey. Erkin states that this low rate caused new comments against us (Erkin 1992: 118) .
Program of 1948-1949 years was not clear and suitable for the truths according to the American criticisms towards Turkish bureaucrats within the frame of Marshall Plan. It was stated that number of the experts with quality to prepare the program was very few; an excellent program could not be prepared like other countries had; articles subject to license were involved in the program in export due to the shortage; needs were exaggerated; and that an exception could be made for the exaggerated amounts if they remained by 30%-40% but they exceeded this rate and therefore all items aroused suspicion, etc. "Even though our administration asked in our program to increase production especially for chrome, manganese, and lead and to involve fish, fruit, and vegetable industries, this request has been ignored. Under these conditions, it is not possible to use the loan allocated to you until the end of financial year". Erkin states with sorrow that this condition is unfortunately an ugly truth and we could not benefit from large opportunities possible to be easily opened for Turkey since we prepared unscientific and random programs in our relations with ECA and that we were stranded while other countries shared loans and grants abundantly. While talking about the difficulties experienced within the frame of execution of Marshall Plan that even though he left tired but with a little hope at the end of tough meetings lasting long hours, unrest did not end as he was worried about problems that seemed as if impossible to deal with, it would continue (Erkin 1992: 107-112, 131-132) .
Assistances Provided for Turkey
It is shown distribution of direct and indirect assistances in Table 1-Table 9 .
In Turkey, as being different from most of member countries, the large parts of assistances were allocated to several development areas such like agricultural mechanization, treatment of the underground sources, modernization of the businesses available, investments related to energy sources, main road construction, improvement for means of transport, and the remaining part was used to supply consumer goods sometimes seen as urgent need. It is extremely important to increase military power and support it by reinforcing sector of economic activity. Balance of 3,098,000 dollars that was not attached to permission of supply from direct assistance allocation in the period of 1949-1950 was attached to permission of supply in the period of 1950-1951. Assistance of 24 million dollars was received in the period of 1951-1952 for two million direct and 22 million indirect assistances. Allocation amount of that period was not exactly specified, and it has been estimated that it was higher than the amount provided so far (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.80.507.5).
In August 1949, as shown in Appendix 3, it was decided to send Cemil Parman, General Director of State Marine Lines and Behçet Osmanağaoğlu, Deputy General Director, to Paris to get in touch with our Paris committee and Italy, Holland, and other European countries when necessary in order to discuss the order opportunities and conditions of ships to be supplied from European countries via Marshall Assistance and this decision was approved by the President of the Republic, İsmet İnönü (TRPMA, 30.18.1.2.120.60.2). In June 1950, Council of Ministers decided to supply locomotive reserve, motor driven trolley and bulldozer, which would be purchased by the fund allocated by direct assistance of Marshall Plan to General Operation Directorate of State Railways and Ports, providing that an agreement would be entered into directly with owners or representatives of the companies, without any broker or intermediary, and contract guaranty or liquidated damages for delay would not be sought; that it would be accredited up to hundred percent and advance would be given up to the same amount in order for paying the fee in return for shipping papers if it is impossible to pay material fee in any other way or in return for providing evidence that materials are ready for shipment at the factory if it is also impossible in this way; and that price increases associated with the conditions such like raw material and labor would be paid attention during the shipment of the material, and this decision was approved by the President of the Republic, Celâl Bayar (TRPMA, 30.18.1.2.123.56.9) .
The 42.6% is the rate of amount allocated to private sector through total association. A part of 784,000 dollars within the balances of import credit allocated to agriculture in the period of 1948-1949 was transferred to the period of 1950-1951. Even though the period of 1949-1950 is seen as 55,405,000 dollars, 59,000,000 dollars were allocated in fact. Allowances of supply at 3,098,000 dollars were received in the period of 1950 -1951 . 1948-1949, 1949-1950, and 1950-1951 Loans given to the private sector 14 have spread on a large area from works of draining lands and swamps to hotel construction. One of the assistances provided for Turkey is technical assistances. Experts required for economic development were imported from the USA and it was benefited from their knowledge and experiences. This assistance was performed in loans and grants. An According to this, tractors, agricultural implements and machines imported to Turkey through Marshall Plan were assigned to the provinces at first 15 and these assignments were distributed to farmers by means of Provincial Distribution Agencies. A farmer having enough land consulted to the province and submitted a declaration composing of the size of process, type of the device to purchase, etc. and then received a document of supply. These documents could not exceed the amount assigned to that province. Farmer having the document purchases the required equipments anytime in that year, as paying 37.5% in advance and the remaining part in four installments. As this assignment system was found risky, it was abandoned since August 1949 and sales were released completely. According to the new application, being a farmer and receiving a farmer certificate is enough to have tractors and other machines. The ministry gave purchasing processes up completely. Farmer can purchase the device he wanted in advance or by installments (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.80.507.5).
Sales on credit are performed directly by the company or via Ziraat Bank. Maximum installment term is specified as six years. The first installment is 20% in advance for the sale. Every year, installments are assigned in perception or marketing season of the main product in that region and 2.5% interest is also added at the end of period. Even though rate of profit by 20% over (the purchase + foreign carriage) price of the goods was assigned to the companies in sale, this limit has been increased to 25% for the last time. This added rate of 5% would be spent to carry out works concerning maintenance, service, and farmer teaching in order to increase performance of the implements and machines. Sale price of the spare parts was specified based on spare part list price of the manufacturer factor. Sale price of the spare parts imported from America was specified as 4.5 times more than list price and 4.3 times more than Canada.
For example, a spare part of which price is one dollar in the USA will be sold in 4.50 cents and of Canada will be in 4.30 cents across the Turkey; this rate is calculated as 4.8 only for John Deere factory. Rate of profit is 25% for the tractor tires (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.80.507.5). It is seen here that sales strategy commonly used nowadays is tried to be carried out. The product was purchased by an advantage to pay under proper conditions and then an effort to gain excessive profit came into prominence by applying high price on spare parts.
Machinist courses were opened to train farmers on use, maintenance, and repair concerning tractors and other agricultural implements and machines imported by Marshall Plan. At first, it was started in different regions of the country during spring of 1949 and 1,200 personnel were trained last year by means of the courses in these 12 places that each one lasted six months. Sugar factories made a contribution by training 450 machinists. Number of the courses increased up to 20 in 1950 and it was intended to train 2,000 machinists. As for course period, it was reduced from six months to five months. Cooperation was established between the import suppliers in order to increase performance of implements and machines, and these suppliers established mobile and fixed shops. It was paid attention to spare parts in terms of performance increase and spare parts were imported up to 10% of agricultural implements and machines prices imported last year. This rate was increased to 20% in 1950. Spare parts of 2,213,000 dollars were imported and spare parts of 2,000,000 dollars were ordered. Companies were recommended to sell them to farmers as a team in order to maintain performance of agricultural devices. Sugar factories enable to sell the tractors and other devices used accompanied with them to groups of 3-6 farmers (TRPMA, 30.1.0.0.80.507.5).
Ministry of Agriculture used the technical assistance in three ways. The 28 certified agricultural engineers and two academicians of Agricultural
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Faculty were sent to America and it was decided to send also five veterinarians. In addition, it was It is seen that assistances for four years under ordinary conditions were enlarged for Turkey 16 . Although Marshall Assistances were cut in many European countries from the first six months of 1950s, they were continued in certain European countries, notably Turkey, in direction of the requirements from the USA economy and its allies (Avşaroğlu 2008) .
Economic assistance was approximately 70 million dollars that were supplied by America to Turkey in 1952. The 10%-15% were in loan and the remaining were in grant as being an assistance to be supplied as economic assistance at 43 millions and military assistance at 25 millions. Erkin explains the attempt for increasing assistances in grants. For example, assistance of 300 million dollars projected to provide for France was increased up to 252 million dollars. Erkin considered connections as inconclusive and according to his impressions, while American authorities approved to provide credit for Turkey, certain European governments at European Payments Union aimed to take over the biggest part of assistance provided for Turkey through private sources (Erkin 1999: 383-386) .
In addition, he encountered a response that they hesitated to turn this fund received as loan into grant by American authorities since it could be an example for other countries. And Erkin responded in this regard as the following, and it caused a positive effect:
We received assistances by Marshall Plan less than all other countries and these countries received in grants but the big part of this assistance was in debt for us. Debt ratio was 37% that we all had. This ratio was 8% for France, 11% for England, and 15% for Holland. Then, different treatment was completely against us until today. Now we want a treatment equal to others. (Erkin 1999: 431) This higher amount compared to the other countries is the reflection of the practicing double standard for Turkey. Grant credits opened to the full extent for European countries would allow economy of these countries to improve much more rapidly and they could head towards production and marketing while Turkey was dealing with debts and interest in long term.
According to American International Bank, it would not be realistic to provide convenience for Turkey in terms of paying the debts since it did not use a big part of credits opened within the scope of Marshall Plan. Erkin, in replying this criticism, stated that government went after construction activities to be executed for years instead of orders such like purchasing tractors, etc., and it would take a long time and that the unused credits would have been used in this way. In the period of 1952-1953, Turkey was supplied by additional assistance of nine million dollars as six million dollars in purchasing within dollar area and three million dollars in private source by Marshall Plan Administration, recently named as Mutual Assistance Administration (Erkin 1999: 431, 434) .
EFFECTS OF MARSHALL PLAN
Marshall Plan is a structuring process having an obvious effect on the world. It resulted in an economic commitment to the USA for not only Turkey but also European countries. When considered in long term, even though these countries could not avoid a commitment to the USA, they also found an opportunity to revive an economy of Europe that was collapsed in general. Besides, even though the regulation saved Europe as it was European centered, it caused development of communist movements in the Far East countries (Şahin 2014: 166-167) . Commercial relation between East and West was minimized as it was forbidden to send strategic materials to East countries (Ünsal 2011 (Çağrı 1996) . This structure is product of the effort to rebuild both European economy that took a major blow after World War II and the capital left Europe before the war. The system, intended to be practiced through certain statements such like "reconstruction for the world", allowed a money transfer of 51 billion dollars in total by means of American loans and grants between 1946 and 1954. And this monetary structure was controlled by the World Bank (IBRD) and International Monetary Fund (IMF) constituted. Countries involved in the system headed towards being a commercial market and the countries were encouraged to purchase goods by debiting through the loans opened by relatively rich countries (Avşaroğlu 2008) .
Movement was arranged for money capital through IMF established within the scope of Bretton Woods Agreement, for productive capital through IBRD (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development) and for commodity capital through GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). After these arrangements, Marshall Plan was brought forward because surplus production in the USA would be utilized through the outflow of capital and in order to rebuild the whole of capitalist affairs in Europe where the process of capital accumulation was therefore stopped considerably after the war.
Marshall Plan appeared as a factor that forms a basis of the dynamic of internationalization of the productive capital. This mission undertaken required plan to be built so as to accelerate process of capital accumulation for Western European countries-in a way to create a demand in investment goods produced in the USA-and also create a safe zone for the direct investments of the USA capital by means of deepening (again) the whole of capitalist affairs in these countries. In other words, Marshall Plan was built with a purpose to accelerate the process of capital accumulation in Western European countries as well as it created opportunities to utilize capital of the USA... Capital issued through Marshall Plan opened the way to export of goods. (Tören 2006: 210-211) Mining industry was one of the most important areas created by Marshall Plan for the USA and European companies. Process to accumulate capitals of the USA and Europe would be supported through the machines and turnover imported and raw material required by the countries in question would be thus supplied (Avşaroğlu 2008) . 
Its Adverse Effects on Turkey
When we consider Marshall Plan and implementation process, it appears that it resulted in important impacts on Turkish economic, social, and political history, and it was required to evaluate advantages and disadvantages of these impacts together. England and the USA opened the way for Turkey to enter Western alliance as they decided in a short time that requests from the Soviets posed a severe thread on interests of the USA and therefore they should be retorted (Güler 2009: 210) .
Commercial capital, reaching a certain accumulation during the war, was disturbed as it was intended to leave Turkey out Marshall Assistance at the beginning, and this condition was held over power of that period. Contrary to the common view, involvement of Turkey into that plan was not a unilateral process demonstrated by the USA, it was a process made actual within the scope of internal and external factors formed by the direction of Turkish capital. And Republican People's Party (CHP) was the initiator, not Democratic Party (DP) (Tören 2006: 216) .
The USA that provides assistance but controls the use of sources according to the Agreement for Economic Cooperation provided assistance of 351 million and 700 thousand dollars for Turkey within the scope of Marshall Plan between 1948 and 1952 (Yücel 2001: 67) . In addition, 140.2 million dollars were granted within four-year period. Turkey received not only grant but also loan from the USA through Marshall Plan. Approximately one billion and 207 million and 434 thousand dollars were allocated until the end of 1959 and only 11.8% of this allocation were grant. An allocation of 666 million and 800 billion dollars is in question between 1960 and 1962. Lower amounts of grant and higher amounts of loan brought about difficulties in repayments over the time (Şahin 2014: 164) .
Substructure was prepared that was required structural transformation demonstrated in the period starting with American foreign assistances in Turkey as in Europe. Public entrepreneurship was reduced and the private sector was involved further in the economy, and an aim of industrialization was demonstrated which was based on processing agricultural, forest, animal breeding, construction materials, and light metals instead of the heavy industry (Avşaroğlu 2008) .
Assistances were utilized mostly in importation financing. Foreign trade deficit and cost of living appearing in time would constitute the agenda of Turkey for a long time (Topal 2013) . The plan could not accelerate development in Turkey just like started in other European countries, due to either policies imposed by the plan or short-term wrong policies of the plan and it convicted Turkey to spiral of foreign loan, foreign assistance, and foreign capital (Bülbül 2006: 136) . Besides, a success could not be reached in agriculture except that industrialization, and Turkey was turned into an agricultural importer after 1954 (Tören 2006: 218) .
In addition to this, deficit became bigger between import and export.
Turkey grew rapidly through the plan; however, this condition stimulated the increase in export. The sum spent for import in Turkey exceeded the sum of export and external deficit increased in economy. Turkey that was deprived of economic policies to prevent this case couldn't pay off the debts and had to take loan again. Devaluation practice of 1946 couldn't meet the foreign trade deficit. Any precaution was not taken even after this practice. Under these circumstances, economic crisis started to reappear in Turkey as from 1956. The USA that took the Turkish economy in hand stipulated to develop a system of economic stability and constituted an institution in the form of Public Debts in order to pay the debts. Turkey thus became foreign-dependent again. On the other hand, the USA started to intervene directly in internal affairs of Turkey. (Şahin 2014: 164) Turkey had to allocate a large part of the investments to military expenditures due to the internal and external dynamics of that period although it utilized in the most efficient way these assistances received (Topal 2013) . Some circles in the USA spoke highly of this case and William Konowland, the California Senator, stated that Turkey participated completely in the common action by making big progresses in armament and preparation for defence. While America allocated 30% of the budget to defence expenditures, Turkey allocated 35%-40% of its budget. It was indicated that it was a different problem that certain allies remained in a little rate such like 5% (Erkin 1992: 183) .
The USA assistances and trainings starting with Truman Doctrine began to change not only material infrastructure of Turkish Armed Forces but also human infrastructure. American field manuals, series of FM (Field Manuel) composing of tactics and concepts prepared in the main theme of enmity against the Soviet, entered the inventory of Turkish Armed Forces. However, an understanding that took transfer of knowledge to the forefront instead of producing knowledge and introduced old technologies as innovations started to standardize ideas and perspectives of Turkish Armed Forces personnel, and military intellectual structure was affected adversely in that period (Kalyon 2010) .
According to Doğan Avcıoğlu, modernization of Turkish army was transferred to America through Truman Doctrine. Hasan Saka signed the agreement of assistance which did not permit use of arms supplied in summer of 1947 for the wrong purposes. Turkish generals going to Washington were told about communism thread. In that, Chief of Defence Staff, Salih Omurtak had to explain in the press conference conducted in Washington that communism thread was not present in Turkey (Avcıoğlu 1978 (Avcıoğlu : 1607 .
Military and economic external dependence was thus founded by Truman Doctrine, and rise in those who adopted American style prevented development of Turkish left and social democratic action (Kalyon 2010 ). Significant problems appeared in the affairs as the USA regarded Turkey as little partner in this alliance and only a station against the Soviet Union, and serious tensions were experienced between two countries due to Cyprus problem especially in 1960's (Gürbüz 2010) .
For Cem Eroğul, foreign policy of which Democratic Party was in the forefront is the most obvious evidence for the comprador quality of the dominant classes for whom it conducted spokemanship. Imperialism wanted Turkey to be exporter of raw material and a dependent country open to investments of foreign capital. Actions of Democratic Party were in that direction. The most important attempts in economics were in agriculture and principal structure fields and it is seen that big successes were achieved compared to the previous period. However, parasitic classes were created due to the policies of 20 private entrepreneur and foreign capital (Eroğul 2014: 264) .
Positive Effects on Turkey
Purpose of the assistances allocated by the USA to Turkey after World War II was not to develop heavy industry but it was to design an industrial model based on agriculture. Within the scope of this purpose, a significant amount of source was allocated to develop infrastructure requirements of agricultural sector, the part of 38.282 million dollars of 184.5 million dollars was utilized to develop agriculture between 1948 and 1952 (Özer 2014: 437) . Low interest loans, provided for mining machines and equipments within the Marshall Plan, enabled to make production also in the mine sites especially belonging to small investors. Sites that were blocked in accordance with Article 7 of the Law no. 2804 were opened to mine production in 1950 and then private sector was referred to this field; 619 exploration licenses were issued to the applicant investors and also 19 of them received business licenses. Prospecting activities were conducted by Mineral Research and Exploration Institute in Kozlu, Çatalağzı, Kandilli, and Çamlı regions by means of an American company of drilling in terms of minerals needed by European countries notably coal, etc. Lignite drawing activities were conducted in several regions such like Soma, Tunçbilek, Değirmisaz, Ağaçlı, as well as Zonguldak Coal Field (Avşaroğlu 2008) .
It was projected to increase production in washed lignite up to 975,000 tons in 1950, 1,206,000 tons in 1951, and 1,680,000 in 1952 that was 788,606 tons in 1949 with the private sector, and Eximbank was applied in addition to funds appealed within the scope of Marshall Plan. Direct assistance of 48,579,675 dollars was allocated to Etibank from the beginning to June 30, 1957 in the regions where iron, chrome, lead, gold, silver, and antimony minerals were extracted. Between the years of 1949-1953, while the sum of indirect assistances utilized in import of construction materials and machines from the European countries reached up to 25,589,876 dollars, Ereğli Coal Enterprise received the biggest share of indirect assistances and coal production conducted by Etibank was transferred by it to Turkish Coal Enterprises after 1957 -1958 (Avşaroğlu 2008 .
According to Serkan Şahin, the only advantage of Marshall Plan was probably the system of counterpart monies. System of counterpart monies was composed of the Turkish liras gained by sale of materials supplied by the assistances to the public. Although the monies collected 21 were introduced as having the characteristics of internal financing of economic development and as quite useful, monies were kept into an account of Central Bank. This system of which use depended on the content of the USA resulted in the intervention of the USA in internal affairs of the country (Şahin 2014: 166) . Moreover, it is stated that Turkish-American convergence started by Marshall Plan made important contributions to employee rights in Turkey having fragilities in struggle with communism and that a considerable assistance was provided in terms of development of organizational abilities and collective-labor bargaining. Right to strike, by the way, came until 1960s as an unsolved problem (Öner 2006: 93) .
CONCLUSIONS
Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan of the USA accelerated the political developments appearing at the end of World War II and were demonstrated primarily to limit sphere of influence of the Soviet influence in Europe, and Turkey perceived immediately the need to head towards Western democracies again due to the Soviet influence and wanted to be within this structure. The process to involve in Marshall Plan started in 1947-1948 when Republican People's Party (CHP) was in power, after necessary agreements were made during the power of that party, it was continued also during the period of Democratic Party that took over the power by elections in 1950.
While the USA adopted to introduce "Marshall" all over the world and Turkey as a "movement of assistance"; "Marshall Assistance" or "Assistance Plan" terms were seen even though "Marshall Plan" term was used mostly in formal correspondences in Turkey.
Turkey was a member of Organization for European Economic Cooperation just like other countries in order to utilize Marshall Plan and it was included in the process by making the required changes in several stages of the state after the Agreement for Economic Cooperation was made with the USA, and the relevant legal regulations were made in order to elicit the deficiencies emerging over the time. Besides, it was mainly criticized by bureaucrats from the USA and it was complained about disconnection, unwieldiness, failure to fulfill the required works, etc. between the institutions of the state. As Turkey was approached by a different attitude compared to other countries concerning providing credit facilitates, as seen in the statements of Feridun Cemal Erkin, the USA Ambassador of that period, they complained about generosity for other European countries, for example France, was not presented for Turkey in the point of providing non-repayable grants.
While the USA intended to direct Turkey towards developments especially in agriculture, mining, and tourism sectors within the scope of Marshall Plan, as the industry remained underdeveloped 22 , it was not intended to make investment in that field. Besides, transfer of a significant part of credits to military field was received favorably by the USA.
It was understood that Turkish politicians and decision-makers intended to go beyond the line drawn by the USA and tried to give primacy to infrastructure works toward the production even though developments causing the complaints of American experts from time to time could be attributed to the non-communication of the bureaucracy in Turkey. It does not seem correct to claim that Turkish directors were completely disorganized. In other words, the USA governments dictated an economic model that was drawn by it and did not exceed the lines. Role provided for Turkey was to create a buffer zone against the Soviet Union and even Iran, produce farm products needed by Europe, and process the minerals for the need of the USA. However, Turkish governments projected to direct the quotas allocated to them towards main infrastructure works, construction sector, and industry sector, just like today, and to use them in the locomotive sectors but it was not permitted.
Tractors and other devices required for the agriculture, entered the country in an amount of two or more times larger within two years, and created important developments in this sector. However, it should be noted that persons or companies without a certain amount of capital accumulation were less likely to utilize purchase-sale and other processes related to Marshall Plan even though it was criticized by some sections on the grounds that a comprador class was created in the country.
Even though a four-year period was specified for participant countries within Marshall Plan, duration was enlarged for some countries and Turkey. In Turkey, Marshall Plan (Assistance) has been discussed in several sections today, and governments of that period-especially Directors of Democratic Party and the Prime Minister Adnan Menderes by adopting a non-objective attitude in the process started with Republican People's Party (CHP)-were criticized on the grounds that Turkey was put under the domination of the USA by the left sections. We want to remind that devaluationof 10 years as from the beginning of execution of the plan and military coup of 1960 as a disgrace on Turkish democracy create question points in the minds.
It is obvious that an important convergence experienced in Turkish-American relations through Marshall Plan. We encounter cultural effects of this convergence as well as political and economic aspects. In that, Turkey's cultural tendency for Western headed towards the USA rather than European countries, and American effect (Çatalbaş and Koç 2016) appeared considerably in almost all branches of art especially at the Democratic Party period. Yetkin, Ç. 2002 . Karşıdevrim 1945 -1950 . One of the important attempts setting up the infrastructure in this regard is associated to facilitate the airway transportation between two countries. Marshall, the Foreign Affairs Minister of the USA sent a friendly message to Hasan Saka, the Foreign Affairs Minister of Turkey on January 28 of 1947 due to the airway transportation starting between two countries. He indicated that it was not possible to put the Agreement of Airway Transportation into practice due to several difficulties, which it was made between these two countries on February 12 of 1946, but they did not want to delay it further and that "I thank you personally for cooperation and sympathetic understanding from your country and this new service would improve the friendly relations between Turkey and the USA". According to this, Pan America World Airways would start the new service between the USA and Turkey on January 31 by going from New York to Ankara in 33 hours, see, TRPMA, 30.10.0.0.268.806.6. 10. "Majority of the press agreed on that Turkish-American interests are common. In general, Turkish media found the Soviet policies aggressive and these policies were evaluated as having imperialist purposes. As for American assistance policies, they were comprehended as an opportunity for peace in the world and it was argued that this opportunity would bring regulation and liberty and establish the peace. Besides, American assistances were regarded as the guaranty of Turkish democracy that is one of the reasons of the general structural changes in Turkish political life. As for certain journals and magazines in the minority, they strongly criticized the format of these assistances to be practiced in the control of America in the countries received these assistances", see, Kılıç, R. 2015 . "Truman Doktrinive Marshall Planı'nın Türk Basınına Yansımaları (1947 -1951 (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) . Retrieved May 13, 2017 (http://ataturkilkeler i.istanbul.edu.tr/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/ydta-09-malk oc.pdf). It is seen that in fact press organs, notably Ulus journal as the government's organ in this regard, supposed to report positive news in direction of the policies of the government. In Ulus journal, the news titled "Marshall Assistance Allocated to Turkey" on September 11 of 1948 presented based upon an American news agency with Paris origin was examined by General Directorate of Press and Publication, and it was stated that it was found inconvenient to report this news as Ulus journal was deemed as official organ of the party to which government was connected. It is stated that it was required to inform the relevant authorities on the news titled "Turkey Specified an Insincere Movement Style due to the Internal Political Reasons" involved in the news before publishing but it was not, see, TRPMA, 30.10.0.0.85.564.7. 11. The Prime Ministry was informed on that Mr. Max Weston Thornburg, assigned through Directorate of Press and in order to examine economic structure of Turkey in the name of "The Twentieth Century Fund" on April 26, 1947, his assistant came to the General Directorate of Statistics and that the required documents would be supplied them, see, TRPMA, 30.10.0.0.26.148.23. "Neumark Report (1949 ), Thornburg Report (1949 -1950 ), Barker Report (1951 , Martin and Cush Report (1951), Leimgruber Report (1951) , Gruber Report (1951 -52), Baade Report (1959 , Chailleux-Dantel Report (1959 ), Giyaz Akdeniz Report (1952 ), Mook Report (1962 ), Fisher Report (1962 ), and Podol Report (1963 reports prepared by the experts after World War II directed development of state structure and industry in our country. It will be useful to review Truman Doctrine and approaches of the experts prepared reports for Turkey in order to comprehend better adaptation of Marshall Plan to Turkey... Thornburg Report essentially drew a parallel between the life in our and the life in the ancient times (rural) and thought that development and industrialization efforts made in that period were imported and didn't redound on large mass. In short, it introduced free market as free enterprise was prevented and was not sustained and criticized statist applications in plain English and recommended to give primacy to highway like Hilts and make progress in agriculture. Concentrating on industry, light industry consumer's goods were recommended instead of heavy industry. All the more amazing is that coal production was required to be produced and exported for Western industry instead of local industry. It stated that machine industry was unnecessary in this stage and should be delayed, and the required machine equipment (especially tractor) should be imported from the USA by means of purchase as cheaper than the production. It is required to encourage foreign capital coming and adopt a resolution. It is stated as corroborating this approach that American capital could develop Turkey. Thornburg argues against the credit asked for locomotive and tractor production. Instead of this, it recommends to perform import in a cheaper way", see, Avşaroğlu, N. Marshall Planı, Amerikan Dış Kredilerive Türkiye Madencilik Sektörüne Etkileri. Retrieved May 14, 2017 (http://www.maden.org.tr/resimler/ ekler/4cdde86a4560c17_ek.pdf?tipi=23&turu=X&sube=0). Avcıoğlu states that the report called "Criticism on Today's Economic Situation in Turkey" prepared by economist Thornburg by examining Turkish economy in order to direct assistances of the USA is interesting, for example, this report suggests to close Karabük Iron and Steel Factories as the attempt to make locomotive; it was found meaningless as this country could not make steel sling. It argues against projects of Turkey in production of machine, plane, diesel motors, as well as tractor factories. According to Barker Report, as well, it is required to give up planned economy and etatism model, pay attention to private enterprise and foreign capital, and regulate the laws accordingly. Commercial bourgeoisie had already been strengthened by means of transition to a multi-party system acting in accordance with these American reports set to receive representative agencies of several Western companies. Under these pressures, either CHP the ruling party or DP the opposing party gave up the planned etatism based on heavy industry and adopted free entrepreneurship based on foreign capital. While Hasan Saka is the Prime Minister, plans were prepared in a hurry concerning the private enterprise and foreign capital in order to benefit from Marshall Assistance, see, Avcıoğlu, D. 1978 . Milli Kurtuluş Tarihi 1838 'den 1995 Kayra, C. 1995 . 1938 
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